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Introduction

Have you ever watched a child play school? Maybe you remember playing school yourself—lining up your younger siblings or teddy bears
on the floor while you stood in front of them, taking charge. You, or
the child you’ve watched, probably demonstrated most of the visible
aspects of what teaching involves: directing, praising, reprimanding,

rB

asking questions, explaining things, and generally engaging in the routines of classroom life. Teaching is understood to be a performance with
a script—a script that leaves some room for improvisation but repeat-

ke

edly pulls the actors back to traditional routines. What is both fascinating and alarming about this script is that a teacher can perform it quite

aw

proficiently without generating much learning in students’ minds.
In a wonderful essay reflecting on a long career spent investigat-
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ing student learning, Graham Nuthall (2005) noted that, whatever the
formal curriculum might be, students learn about classrooms and about
what teachers do from their own experience of being students. Those
students who grow up to become teachers themselves tend to put this
learning into practice. Nuthall described “ritualized routines” (p. 895) of
classroom teaching that are carried on generation after generation and
1
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based primarily on principles of classroom management. Many of the
teachers he observed had learned to be pleased with their lessons when
they could see students demonstrating engagement and cooperating

at

with the requirements of the assigned activities. Significantly, Nuthall

noted that the primary focus for both students and teachers was task
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completion. Both groups measured the success of a lesson more by

how well students had carried out classroom activities than by what
students had learned from the activities.

My own experience as a student, a teacher, and a teacher-educator
has shown me exactly what Nuthall described. I grew up seeing teaching
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as a matter of keeping order, delivering information, assigning tasks and
projects, and giving tests. Like so many of my peers, I internalized these
behaviors—this performance—as being what teaching is.
In an age of instructional accountability, in which attention to individual students’ learning has become a priority, this ritualized-routine
approach to teaching is no longer tenable. We need to understand that
for any given assignment, some of our students may be going through
the motions—not engaging in the cognitive activity necessary to expand

rB

their knowledge base—while others may be reviewing information they
already know. We need to confront the fact that too many students are
not thinking of their classwork as a route to learning but as tasks to be

ke

gotten out of the way, and too many teachers are out of touch with the
cognitive development that we hope and assume is occurring in our stu-

aw

dents’ minds. If what we think of as good teaching, even teaching that
embodies “best practices,” does not necessarily result in our students
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learning, what are teachers and teacher educators to do?
In his essay, Nuthall focused on the “cultural myths” that school-

children absorb and that teachers perpetuate about teaching practices,
and perhaps it was because his attention was so focused on the events
that could be observed and measured in classrooms that he did not
directly address planning and designing instruction. Yet if we are to
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challenge these myths and the practices that ensue from them, we must
begin at the beginning of teaching, which is in the design of the whole

instructional experience. And designing effective instruction requires

at

educators to shift our attention from teacher performance—what the
engage in and the outcome of that work.

Ed
uc

teacher does—to student learning—the intellectual work that students
In the more than 20 years that I have been an educator, including the 12 I have spent as an educator of teachers, I have seen that the
most challenging feature of instructional design is creating objectives
that focus on appropriate student learning instead of on classroom
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activities. I remember vividly that, as a beginner, I, too, lacked clarity
about the purpose and practice of instructional design. My own early
lesson planning efforts were superficial and tentative—not to mention
of unpredictable effectiveness. I felt as though I were groping in a misty
half-light, hoping that my next step would be the right one but not knowing how to tell whether it was or not. The only guidance available came
from my students, who either learned what I intended for them to learn
or did not—and often, the nature and depth of their learning was only

rB

partly visible to me. Furthermore, I couldn’t tell whether anything that
I had done was responsible for my students’ learning, or if they had
acquired skills and understanding from some other source.

ke

Today, I see my own teacher-education students and many active

teachers making those same uncertain gestures, guessing about the

aw

“right” way to frame objectives, assessments, and learning activities.
Although education students take courses in instructional design, and
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in-service teachers attend workshops and conferences that address
selected details of instructional design, without a firm grasp of the purpose of instructional design, the details of how to plan lessons often
presented in these classes, workshops, and conferences will simply
be piled on top of a faulty conceptual foundation, and the desired outcomes of instruction will not be reliably achieved.
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My own preservice education students have shown me, through
their trials, mistakes, questions, and confusions, that they need to begin
with the foundations of instructional design, so that is where this book

at

begins. I have also learned through experience that simply telling stu-

dents things like “Objectives describe learning outcomes” or “Planning
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is necessary for coherent instruction,” will produce nods of agreement
but not necessarily the changes that will lead to more effective instruc-

tional design practices. Although my students’ agreement may be real,
basic shifts in perspective are difficult to bring about, and require
time and practice. That is why the process of thinking about teaching
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and learning, for most people, must be taken in small steps with many
examples to illustrate the principles involved.

This book is not intended to provide an exhaustive account of
everything that is important about designing instruction. Fortunately,
there are many valuable sources of information available about both
effective instructional and assessment methods to use in the classroom.
The missing piece for today’s teachers is a detailed account of how to
establish the clear, effective learning objectives that will support sub-

rB

sequent, sound decisions about instruction and assessment. For this
reason, most of the emphasis in this book is on establishing objectives
and all the thinking and conceptual understanding that underlies that

ke

work. Every teacher must know how to think about and carry out the
detailed, step-by-step process of identifying outcomes for the whole

aw

teaching-and-learning enterprise.
Instructional design may seem deceptively easy to beginners, who,
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after all, have spent being a student and enter the field fairly confident
that they know what teachers do. How hard can it be to figure out how
to teach class tomorrow? Of course, once novice instructional designers
grasp what the work really entails, the process can appear newly labyrinthine and mysterious—full of false starts and opportunities for error.
It’s natural to keep reverting to the teacher’s classroom performance
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instead of attending to student learning outcomes because—and my
students have made this clear over and over again—our experience has
taught us what teachers do in a classroom, but it has given us very little

at

information about what students should learn and how they should
learn it. As students, we knew which of our peers answered questions
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correctly, but we did not otherwise pay much attention to what anyone

was (or was not) learning. As students, many of us did not even pay
much attention to our own learning, because the routines of school
encouraged us to focus on getting assignments done in a way that
pleased the teacher. For that we were rewarded whether we learned
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anything meaningful or not.

Beginning instructional designers legitimately do not know what
their instructional objectives are, much less how to state them clearly
and “correctly.” When they are far enough along in the process of shifting their focus to student learning to grasp how much they really don’t
know, they are like youngsters learning to ride a bicycle. Wobbling
across the empty parking lot with a death-grip on the handlebars, they
are aware that however fiercely they hang on, the whole project could

rB

still crash. These fledging planners wonder how it’s possible to do what
their expert colleagues do—create lesson after lesson, day after day,
knowing what to say and do so that students learn what they should

ke

learn. But once the skill of effective instructional design is developed
and practiced sufficiently, once balance is attained and forward momen-

aw

tum is brought under control, the work begins to come naturally and
seem essential. The question shifts from “How can I possible do this
help every reader “hop aboard” the practice of effective instructional
design and move forward with increasing confidence and success.
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well?” to “What was so hard about that?” The purpose of this book is to
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Instructional Design:
Who and What Is It For?
7JTVBMJ[FBUFBDIFSBUXPSL8IBUEPZPVTFF

.PTUPGVTJNBHJOFBQFSTPOTUBOEJOHJOGSPOUPGBHSPVQPGTUVEFOUT 
UBMLJOHUPUIFN HJWJOHUIFNJOGPSNBUJPO EFNPOTUSBUJOHTPNFUIJOH BTL
JOHRVFTUJPOT PSNPOJUPSJOHHSPVQXPSLPSTFBUXPSL5IPTFPGVTXIPBSF
UFBDIFSTNJHIUBMTPQJDUVSFPVSTFMWFTBUPVSEFTLPSBUPVSPXOLJUDIFO
UBCMF HSBEJOHBTUBDLPGQBQFST
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*UJTOBUVSBMUPUIJOLBCPVUUFBDIJOHJOUFSNTPGQFSGPSNBODFJOGSPOUPG
UIFDMBTT"TDIJMESFO XFBCTPSCFEBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGXIBUUFBDIFSTEP
GSPNXIBUXFFYQFSJFODFEBTTUVEFOUTJOUIFDMBTTSPPN8FXFSFBXBSFPG

ke

UFBDIFSTEFMJWFSZPGJOGPSNBUJPO UIFJSJOUFSBDUJPOTXJUIVTBOEPVSGFMMPX
TUVEFOUT BOEUIFBDUJWJUJFTPSBTTJHONFOUTUIFZSFRVJSFEVTUPEP8FXFSF

aw

DFSUBJOMZBXBSFPGUFBDIFSTSPMFBTFWBMVBUPST8IBUXFXFSFHFOFSBMMZOPU
BXBSFPG UIPVHI XBTUIFXPSLPVSUFBDIFSTEJEUPQMBOwhat we would learn
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BOEhow we would learn it.
)FSFTBOBMUFSOBUJWFQJDUVSFPGBUFBDIFSBUXPSLBXPNBOJTTJUUJOH

BUBUBCMFXJUIBGFXDPMMFBHVFT QFOJOIBOE MBQUPQPQFO TVSSPVOEFECZ
UFYUCPPLT KPVSOBMT NBHB[JOFT BOEUISFFSJOHCJOEFSTGJMMFEXJUIUFBDIJOH

7
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NBUFSJBMT JODMVEJOHDPQJFTPGTUBUFBDBEFNJDTUBOEBSETBOEUIFEJTUSJDUT
DVSSJDVMVN5IJTUFBDIFSBOEIFSDPMMFBHVFTBSFUBMLJOHBCPVUBVOJUPOUIF
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MPDBMDPNNVOJUZUIBUUIFZBSFJOUIFQSPDFTTPGQMBOOJOH5PHFUIFS UIFZ
BSFFYQMPSJOHXBZTUPCSJOHTPDJBMTUVEJFT &OHMJTI TDJFODF NBUI BOEBSU
JOUPUIJTVOJUXPSLJOHUPEFTJHOJOTUSVDUJPOUIBUXJMMMFBEUIFJSUIHSBEFST

at

UPBDIJFWFUIFHSBEFMFWFMDVSSJDVMVNMFBSOJOHHPBMT5IFZBSFUIJOLJOHMFTT
BCPVUUIFJSPXOQFSGPSNBODFTUIBOBCPVUXIBUXJMMCFHPJOHPOJOTJEFUIFJS
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TUVEFOUTNJOET5IFZBSFBTLJOH i)PXDBOXFUSBOTMBUFUIFSFRVJSFNFOUT
PGUIFTUBUFTBDBEFNJDTUBOEBSETJOUPTQFDJGJDFYBNQMFTUIBUXJMMNBLF

TFOTFUPPVSTUVEFOUT 8IBUBSFUIFTUVEFOUTSFBEZUPMFBSO 8IBUXJMM
FOHBHFUIFN 8IBUXJMMUIFZSFNFNCFSJOUIFXFFLT NPOUIT BOEZFBSTGPM
MPXJOHUIJTVOJU )PXDBOXFEFTJHOUIJTVOJUUPCFBOFGGFDUJWF VTFGVM BOE
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NFBOJOHGVMMFBSOJOHFYQFSJFODFGPSUIFN )PXDBOXFEFTDSJCFUIJTQMBO
JODMFBS QSFDJTF DPODJTFTUBUFNFOUTUIBUXJMMLFFQUFBDIFSTBOETUVEFOUT
POUSBDLUISPVHIPVUUIFVOJU u

5IJTJTUIFiEFFQXPSLuPGUFBDIJOHEFTJHOJOHJOTUSVDUJPOUIBUUBLFT
UFBDIFSTEFFQJOUPDPOUFOUBOEEFFQJOUPDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGUIFJSTUVEFOUT
MFBSOJOH"OEBMUIPVHIUIJTFYBNQMFTIPXTUFBDIFSTQMBOOJOHDPMMBCPSBUJWFMZ 
JUNBZCFEPOFKVTUBTFGGFDUJWFMZCZJOEJWJEVBMUFBDIFST8IBUNBLFTUIJT
BQQSPBDIUPJOTUSVDUJPOBMEFTJHOTVDDFTTGVMJTUIBUJUHPFTGBSCFZPOETFMFDU
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JOHBDUJWJUJFTBOEXSJUJOHUFTUTJUFYUFOETQBTUUIFUFBDIFSTQFSGPSNBODFUP
BEESFTTUIFCFESPDLPGUIFXIPMFFEVDBUJPOBMFOUFSQSJTFEFNPOTUSBUFE
TUVEFOUMFBSOJOH

ke

5IFUFSNiEFFQEFTJHOuJTJOUFOEFEUPEJTUJOHVJTITUVEFOUBOEMFBSOJOH

DFOUFSFEMFTTPOQMBOOJOHGSPNUIFDMBTTSPPNDFOUFSFE BDUJWJUZPSJFOUFE
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QMBOOJOHUIBUJTDPNNPOBNPOHCFHJOOJOHUFBDIFST%FFQEFTJHOXPSLJT
OPUEJSFDUMZWJTJCMFUPTUVEFOUTPSUPBOZPOFFMTFXIPJTOPUQBSUPGJU1SF
BOEJUTJNQPSUBODF*UJTCBTFEOPUPORVFTUJPOTPGi8IBUXJMM*EP.POEBZ
NPSOJOH uPSi8IBUBDUJWJUZXJMMNZTUVEFOUTFOKPZ uCVUPORVFTUJPOTPG
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TFSWJDFBOEOPWJDFUFBDIFSTNBZCFPOMZTPNFXIBUBXBSFPGJUTFYJTUFODF
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XIBUBOEIPXTUVEFOUTXJMMMFBSO BOEIPXUFBDIFSTBOEPUIFSFEVDBUJPO
TUBLFIPMEFSTXJMMLOPXUIBUTUVEFOUTIBWFMFBSOFE

'JHVSFr$POUSBTUJOH7JFXTPG*OTUSVDUJPOBM%FTJHO

Student- and Learning-Centered
Instructional Design

Ed
uc

Teacher- and Classroom-Centered
Instructional Design

at

UJPOBMEFTJHO
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'JHVSFDPOUSBTUTUIFFYUSFNFTPGUIFTFUXPBQQSPBDIFTUPJOTUSVD

Focus on what kinds of thinking students do

Focus on teacher performance

Focus on intellectual skills students develop
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Focus on activities

Focus on classroom events and experiences

Focus on what students take away from the
classroom events and experiences

Burning question: “What will we be doing
today?”

Burning question: “What will students be learning
today?”

Planning addresses only the teacher’s time with
students

Planning addresses long-term outcomes

rB

5IFWJTJCMFQBSUTPGBUFBDIFSTKPCUIFJOTUSVDUJOH BTTJHOJOH PSHBOJ[
JOH BOEBTTFTTJOHBSFOPUFBTZUPEP CVUUIFJSGVODUJPOTBOEJNQPSUBODF
BSFPCWJPVT#VUCFDBVTFUIFUFBDIFSTQMBOOJOHGPSFWFSZTUVEFOUTMFBSOJOH

ke

JTOPUTPWJTJCMF JUTIBSEFSUPFYQMBJOXIPBOEXIBUTVDIQMBOOJOHJTGPS
/FXUFBDIFST PSUFBDIFSTXIPIBWFOPUCFFOUSBJOFEUPEFTJHOJOTUSVDUJPO

aw

JOUIFEFFQFTUTFOTF NBZSFBTPOBCMZBTTVNFUIBUQMBOOJOHJTGPSUFBDIFST
JUUFMMTUIFUFBDIFSXIBUUPEP0SUIFZNBZTFFQMBOOJOHBTTPNFUIJOHEPOF
GPSBENJOJTUSBUPST XIPXBOUUPFOTVSFUIBUFWFSZUFBDIFSIBTBQMBOJO

H

QMBDFUPBEESFTTTUBUFBDBEFNJDTUBOEBSET5IFJEFBPGQMBOOJOHCFJOHGPS
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